Abstract-This proposed dynamic scripting language is a vital role in the complex real-time operating system to review, analysis, protect, detect & correct on data, application, network, software and hardware as per the desired manner to achieve the highest performance of the RTOS. The dynamic language is a primarily responsible for analysis of the fine tuning, performance, faulttolerance, throughput of the system components at the right time. This research work contributes to the design and development of an automated mechanism that objective to investigate the minimal resource utilization to the robust computing services. We have to define & deployment the Unix scripting codes for real time operating system to achieve the reliability, scalability of the real-time MIMD platform. We have to run this SPL on background process to integrate with real-time hardware, software, network to facilitate to other dependants components. This dynamic code is integrating, interfacing, communicating, message passing, replicating among the several subjects and objects over a real-time operating system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The real time operating system is very fast and quick respondent of any systems programming. These systems are used in an environment where a large number of events (generally internal & external dependants) must be accepted and processed in a short time frame. The real time processing requires quick transaction and characterized by supplying immediate response. The real time programming, applications can be made in almost any language (see, C, C++, JAVA) [9] , [26] . The environment (operating system, runtime and runtime libraries) must however be compliant to real time constraints. In most cases, the real-time means that there's always a deterministic time in which something happens. Deterministic timing being usually a very low time value in the microseconds/milliseconds range [2] , [4, 5] .
The Scripting language for Unix operating system was the primary purpose behind the creation of C. Additionally, as programs scripted in C get executed with speeds equivalent to assembly language, C language has been an integral part of the development of multiple operating systems. Unix-Kernel, Microsoft Windows utilities and operating system, applications, and a large segment of the Android operating system have all been scripted in C. Steve Bourne wrote the Bourne shell which appeared in the Seventh Edition Bell Labs Research version of Unix. Many other shells have been written; this particular tutorial concentrates on the Bourne and the Bourne Again shells. Other shells include the Korn Shell (ksh), the C Shell (csh), and variables such as tcsh) [15, 16, 17] . The scripting languages are high level programming languages is a set of code, instructions, commands, scripts, other symbols & syntaxes use to write the dynamic scripting application software packages for specific scientific and commercial purpose. The programming languages that the developer use to write source code to solve for a specific problem is called highlevel languages (Perl, Java script, PHP, TCL, Python, Ada, BASIC, COBOL, REXX, C, C++, JAVA). These scripting languages do not create any executable, binary, library and link files & no memory will be allocated. The scripting languages are designed to be easy to readable, writable, executable, reliable (RWR), available, robust, scalable and understandable by human being [22] , [24, [26] . These languages are just like common English sentences. The programmers can able to write postcode, source code using syntax, logical symbol and just like English words, grammar as per flow chart and the algorithm (physical-design-specification). For example, the control statements and reserved English words like GOTO, for loop, do while, if then else, continue and break are used in most major programming languages to construct the programmed to solve our scientific & business purpose. The logical operators and symbols ( &&, | |, ++, <, >, == and != ) are common syntaxes are available in all most all high level programming languages as available on today on concurrent, parallel and distributed environment. There are many scripting & high-level languages are similar enough that programmers can easily understand source code written in multiple languages like PERL, PHP, TCL, C, REXX, 
II. EXISTING SCRIPTING LANGUAGES
The scripting language is a programming language designed for integrating and communicating with other programming languages. Some of the most widely used scripting languages are JavaScript, VBScript, PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby, ASP and Tcl. Since a scripting language is normally used in conjunction with another programming language, they are often found alongside HTML, Java or C++. The activities of the shell are not restricted to command interrelation alone [9] , [26] , [28] .
The shell has a whole set of internal commands that can be strung together as a language. We need to discuss this language in this paper. In this work, we focus on the Bourne shell-the lowest common denominator of all shells. We have reserved the discussion of the advanced features of the Koran and Bash shell for Part totally different programming constructs and have been separately treated in the proposed method [45, 46, 47] shell program runs in interpretive mode. It is not compiled into a separate executable file as a C, exe, dll, Lib, link programs . Each statement is loaded into memory when it is to be executed. The shell scripts consequently run slower than those written in high-level languages (POP & OOP). However, what makes shell programs powerful is that external UNIX commands blend easily with the shell's internal command modes. The speed is not a factor in many jobs we do, and in many cases, using the shell is an advantage -especially in system administrative tasks. The UNIX system administrator must be an accomplished shell programmer [45, 46, 47, 49] .
We have already discovered the basic features of the shell -both as an interpreter and as a scripting language. But the shell is more capabilities than just an interpreter. It is also a process, an environment which makes it available to programs. It is necessary that you understand the environmental changes that take place when the shell execute a program, especially a shell script. We should also know how to change these environmental parameters (see %, $ , # ) [15, 16, 17] .
The advanced knowledge of shell programming is needed by the system administrator who has to constantly devise scripts that monitor and correct system functioning in a systematic ways. The detailed knowledge of the shell's subtle features is also necessary if we aspire to be an ethical script writer. The following discussions mostly assume the Bourne shell, but the special features of the Korn and Bash shells are also examined in commands mode. [45, 46, 47] , [49] , [53] .
The most of the scripting languages are often stringoriented, since this provides a uniform representation for many different things. A type less language makes it much easier to hook together components. There are no a priori restrictions on how things can be used, and all components and values are represented in a uniform fashion. These any component or value can be used in any situation; components designed for one purpose can be used for totally different purposes never foreseen by the designer. For example, in the Unix shells, all filter programs read a stream of bytes from an input and write a string of bytes to an output; any two programs can be connected together by attaching the output of one program to the input of the other(&& and | | ). The following shell command stacks three filters together to count the number of lines in the selection that contain the word scripting as follows: select | grep scripting | wc 3, who -Hart | grep top, ps-aef | grep vmstat, ls-ailtr, dmesg. [22] , [26] , [27] , [35] . conducted with the primary objective of determining the risk assessment on the Unix operating system for complex IT infrastructure for the large electronic workplace. This research has been conducted on real time Unix file systems applying hardening, re-configuration, access control mechanism, scripting, programming and system programming as per the demand of complex Business, Technology & Resources.
In early 1950 the Main Frame Computers were noninteractive, instead using batch processing. In IBM MF machines Job Control Language (JCL) languages are used to control batch processing.
The first interactive SHELL were developed in the 1960 to enable remote operation of the first time sharing systems, and these used this shell script, which controlled running computer programs within a computer program, the shell. The JCL, REXX & EXEX language are generally credited with inventing command substitution, the ability to embedded commands in scripts that when interpreted insert a character string in the script under IBL CP/CMS, MVS and VMS in 1966 [45, 46, 47] , [49] , [53] .
The first interactive SHELL were developed in the 1960 to enable remote operation of the first time sharing systems, and these used this shell script, which controlled running computer programs within a computer program, the shell. The JCL, REXX & EXEX language are generally credited with inventing command substitution, the ability to embedded commands in scripts that when interpreted insert a character string in the script under IBL CP/CMS, MVS and VMS in 1966 [49] , [51, 52, 53] . There is a major class of scripting languages has grown out of the automation of job control, which relates to starting and controlling the behavior of system programs. (In this sense, one might think of shells as being descendants of IBM's JCL, which was used for exactly this purpose.) Many of these languages' interpreters double as command line interpreters such as the UNIX SHELL ( Bash, Tcl shell, K shell C shell ) and the MS-DOS command.com ( dir, edit, copy, delete ) just like of English-like commands to build scripts [45, 46, 47] , [49] , [53] .
In order to understand the differences between scripting languages and system programming languages, it is important to understand how system programming languages evolved. The system programming languages were introduced as an alternative to assembly languages. In assembly languages, virtually every aspect of the machine is reflected, affected, corrected in the program. Each statement represents a single machine instruction [2,] , [4, 5] .
Another key difference between scripting languages and system programming languages is that scripting languages are usually interpreted whereas system programming languages are usually compiled. Interpreted languages provide rapid turnaround during development by eliminating compile times. Interpreters also make applications more flexible by allowing users to program the applications at run-time [49] , [ 51] , [53] .
The scripting languages are less efficient than system programming languages, in part because they use interpreters instead of compilers, but also because their basic components are chosen for power and ease of use rather than an efficient mapping onto the underlying hardware. For example, scripting languages often use variable-length strings in situations where a system programming language would use a binary value that fits in a single machine word, and scripting languages often use hash tables where system programming languages use indexed arrays [45, 46, 47] .
The file system /etc/services is protected HTTP port, FTP, Telnet, SMTP and NMTP services This is a service port and /etc/host file protecting the host. We are emphasizing on verification and validation of UFS. We are taken care of protecting; detecting and correcting the Unix file system by applying access control mechanism. We are more conscious about scripting programming on Unix File System server site.
Researcher Researcher Nassima and Jean (2013) suggested on web application security (HTTP, XSS, Java) for front-end tool, but not risk management (system programming & scripting languages). We are emphasizing on the Unix backend (UFS) security and risk assessment for all the time and every time over a cloud computing, distributed system & pervasive and ambiqutus computing.
Researchers Jan & Maria et al. (2014) emphasized on XML language privacy & authentication, but not a Unix file system, OS scripting and system programming.
Researcher Stephane and Raphae (2014) proposed and worked on the real risk assessment on attack tree, but not over an Unix OS Risk analysis [53] We are emphasizing on the system management on Unix based platform. We are focused and taken care of UFS ACM, scripting and system programming on Unix operating system all the time and every time for web services, ubiquitous, pervasive and self-autonomy system.
According to Martin (2014) developed the application level (SXX) cross side scripting for privacy & security policy, but not on server site programming, scripting on the RTOS. We are more emphasized on RTOS (UFS, scripting & programming) as per requirement of business.
According to Shujun et al. (2014) suggested the threat detection, analysis on the application but not on the Unix operating system. We are taken care of prevention, detection, and correction of Unix file system through access control mechanism (ACM) as per business requirement. The prevention detection correction can be done through (chmod 111 File System) [ Please refers to section 7.3; Action Plan I ).
Authors Marimuthu and Saravanan (2014) are interested in user and application level authentication but not on system security management (privacy & authentication). We are taken care of authentication and privacy, protection, detection and correction of Unix file system through access control mechanism as per users, application and business requirement. We take care of on UFS ACM, trust, authentication, safety, integrity & identity management of the Unix operating system and data management for all the time on web services.
Researchers Diogo et al. (2014) proposed and focused on security issues on cloud computing [29] but not on the Unix operating system. We are emphasizing and taken care of security, issue and risk identification, analysis and assessment of Unix file system (UFS) through access control mechanism as per users, application and business requirement.
The risk of assets is identified in terms of non-identity, integrity, non-repudiation, high availability, authentication, accountability, scalability, and reliability. The critical of each and every risk as rated accuracy of potential impact likelihood of occurrences [7, 8] .
Therefore, the risk management consists of sets of the possible threat that may be hardware, software and human error, failure, defect uncertainty, unordered, unsafe and the probability of them occurring at any time. The exposure of an asset to a particular threat generally referred as the vulnerability of assets [41] , [49, 50, 51, 51, 53, 54] .
The risk is happening, in the course of system operation, maintenance and services. As a result of internal strategies, system processes, policy, procedures, and information used by the organization. The risk analysis is the study of potential threats, vulnerabilities and impacts in order to identify and assess the extent and potential severity of the risks to which the organization and its assets are exposed. The risk assessment is closely associated with risk analysis [41] , [49, 50, 51, 51, 53, 54] .
The risk management (identifying, analysis and mitigation) is a process for optimizing the risks to acceptable levels (HML) by the application of various control strategies of prevention, detection, correction, verification and validation. The risk analysis, assessment, and managements are the integrated process for business, technology, and resources for all the time and every time. Assessing the risks and needs of business, resources, and technology have become standard practice in much more IT organization. The understanding of the concepts of risk and need is essential factors for important of decisions involving business, resources, and technology. The risk is created due to the dynamic decision over a business and technology. The risk is propagated over vendor, order, and customers across the all related subsystems (49, 53, 54] .
Data Collection
These scripting programming language is a high level computer language, the programmers use to develop applications, commands, scripts, and other set of instructions for a computer to execute for specific purposes. We have to find out the several different programming and scripting languages currently listed in our database collection and survey for the specific requirements as per customer's on multi-computer environment for multiple-purpose is defined on the table 2. There are several scripting programming languages, list out in category wise as of today [45] , [47] , [49] , [51, 52] .
Fortunately, the performance of a scripting language is not usually a major issue. The applications of scripting languages are generally smaller than applications for system programming languages, and the performance of a scripting application tends to be dominated by the performance of the components, which are typically implemented in a system programming language [45] , [47] , [53] . In the Unix world, the most important application providing such a language was the system shell. In the beginning, the system engineer used the built-in-shell language, but it was so limited that they soon enough started to use more power, general purpose languages write such scripts (Perl, Python, Unix shell etc.). It leads to some people starting to call these scripting languages, even if it is an improper name for them, basically confusing interpreted language called from the shell (interpreted to mean here that human being start a file with a shebang line and do not bother to compile or anything beyond typing the source code) and scripting language [15, 16, 17] . 
Define
We have to define, design, develop and deployment (D^4) this proposes scripting programming languages for web based services and fix up the majors automated system configuration to maintain residual risk. Meanwhile, we have to maintain the system control & balanced by applying the automated method, model, mechanism (M^3) & tools at the operating system level to optimize the risk and maximize the decision management as per business requirement and availability of resource & technology. Our SPL should be designed in such way, that the file system, shell and kernel automatically protected, detected & corrected in around the clock for millions of users. The scope and features of the scripting programming languages are as follows Refers to Figure 2 We have to implement dynamic SPL to optimize the system attacks and down time by implementing script based system programming mechanism & automated CPU, Memory management, meanwhile improving the throughput of the UFS, Memory, Processor & Kernel system. Finally, we have to maximize the performance & minimize the cost of the operating system. Our objective is that fix-up the risk at the lowest level with minimal scripting cost and time.
Design
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Proposed Real Time Unix Machine Scalable Metrics The following dynamic, scalable matrix data is helping to our purpose for fine tuning, performance, benchmarking and throughput. We have to design the machine size specification, as per business requirement problem size). The machine size should be greater than the problem size. Meanwhile, we have to update these data dynamically as per implementation of UNIX SHELL SCRIPTING as follows: We have to apply varity of scripting & programming on the following scecifications for betterment of our business & technology.
The following preservation metrics satisfying one program with varity of component or vice versa. Detection and Analysis of current Access control mechanism # ls -iltra Long listing of UFS Table 6 key  shmid  owner perms  bytes nattch status  0x00000000 0  pl  600  393216 2  dest  0x00000000 32769 pl  600  393216 2  dest  OUTPUT   0x00000000 65538 pl  600  393216 2  dest  0x00000000 98307 pl  600  393216 2  dest  0x00000000 131076 pl  600  393216 2 We have to test these scripts on a Unix machine on command mode on heterogeneous hardware & software for fine tuning & benchmarking purpose to evaluate the operating system performance (Processor, memory, space & time complexity). Accordingly the test result, we can able to validate the operating system components as described in below. (Refers to Table. 4-5)
Development (Mechanism)
Proposed----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- #free -m#vmstat ( Virtual memory ) (INPUT ) procs -----------memory-------------swap-------io-----system------cpu--- -
Deployment (Implementation)
Theoretical practice on fine tuning, performance analysis & benchmarking
We have to explore new invitations to compare various types of real time UNIX operating system parameters like processor, memory, file system, kernel on identical scripting language or virtual programming of Java or C++ verification & validation of standard application product like B2B, B2C, M2M, & P2P. The relative performance of the systems on identical tasks is more important to us than the absolute best performance that could be achieved for any individual system through system specific fine tuning and performance analysis. 
Practical Approach for Risk
We have to verify, audit & analysis the real time operating system integrity, high availability, reliability, scalability of scripting programming languages on heterogeneous operating system platforms and we have to study the behaviours of the subsystem of the operating system like: Shell, File, Kernel, Processor, Memory & Encryption key as per business requirement & availability of technology. We can apply some review method for an internal UNIX operating system for our benchmarking purpose to mitigate the risk factor. This benchmarking method can be applied in traditional as well as Web based application which is going to be facilitated to the performance analysis, benchmarking, fault tolerance and risk management over a complex real time operating system.
Experimental Practices of Benchmarking:
Under SUN SOLARS UNIX 
Result Analysis (Event Management)
The subjects and objects can able to mapping, integrate, communicate, synchronize and optimize through real time operating system. This SPL tool, script, commands, programming utilities and application will be more measurable, accountable, actionable for fine tuning, performance, fault tolerance, throughput, benchmarking and risk assessment of any application over a real time unix platform (HPUX, SUN SOLARIS, AIX, LINUX).
We have to further analysis & investigate the problem size and the machine size based on the proposed prevention matrix table (Refer Table. Table 4 & ).  On behalf of the /etc/system script, we can update and improve the kernel capability as per business requirement and that can be helped with our machine size and problem sizes analysis (Refer Table 3 , 4 & 5) . In this way, we can improve the performance, benchmarking, fault tolerance and risk assessment at a time to utilizing the best scripting programming language, which is help to our resources, business, technology and society in around the globe.
Why we need Fine Tuning & Benchmarking?
We have to make arrangement the specific fine tuning, performance analysis & fault tolerance, which is satisfying to our present as well as future BCP & DRP. The top management desired to keep the uptime machine for high availability, reliability & scalability for all the time and every time. 
IX. BENEFITS FOR UNIX SYSTEM PROGRAMMER
The Unix system programming definitely improved the high availability, scalability, security and portability of hardware, software, application and network.
The faster development through the increased number of standard interfaces with other programming languages as per ISO CMM standard.
Many more innovations are possible due to the optimized the cost & time for porting applications on heterogeneous platform.
X. CONCLUSION
The risk analysis and optimization are the two parts of the same coin. The risk analysis, investigation and optimization are great protections on hardware, software, operating system and programming languages, when applications have been written and are working efficiently &correctly. The best design decisions and best practices in scripting application design and implementation provide a sort of pre-optimization by eliminating many of the source coding issues that might have required optimization. We can minimize the CPU & Memory (space-time) load to achieve the minimum cost and time to run our business in the right way and right time in around the globe.
Nowadays, increasingly sophisticated deployments introduce additional complexity tools in the system, on complex infrastructure and application interaction. The real time operating system and hardware selection are the best practices for fine tuning, performance analysis, benchmarking & monitoring can help to maximize application performance today and high availability, reliability, scalability, extenbility for tomorrow.
The RTOS like UNIX systems have always pioneered the high-performance networking, distributed applications and distributed storage managements that are the underlying of robust, high-performance N-tier web and mobile applications. However, the optimizations within N-tier applications themselves can make substantial contributions to the performance of those (PERL, JAVA, PHP, RUBY C++) applications in addition to making them easier to understand, more maintainable and more available, scalable & reliable for internet programming (IOT).
This analysis and optimization approach helps to the any organization the complete more effectively in local, national and international markets at any time and any place around the clock as follows:
Minimizing costs, risk and maximize profits, DSS, ROA, ROI, TQM & TCO.
The top management can find the solution of maximizing the utilization of Man, Machine, Material, Market, Money & Method (M^5) to solving multiple
